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ON A BERNOULLI PROBLEM WITH GEOMETRIC CONSTRAINTS

Antoine Laurain1 and Yannick Privat2

Abstract. A Bernoulli free boundary problem with geometrical constraints is studied. The domain Ω
is constrained to lie in the half space determined by x1 ≥ 0 and its boundary to contain a segment of the
hyperplane {x1 = 0} where non-homogeneous Dirichlet conditions are imposed. We are then looking for
the solution of a partial differential equation satisfying a Dirichlet and a Neumann boundary condition
simultaneously on the free boundary. The existence and uniqueness of a solution have already been
addressed and this paper is devoted first to the study of geometric and asymptotic properties of the
solution and then to the numerical treatment of the problem using a shape optimization formulation.
The major difficulty and originality of this paper lies in the treatment of the geometric constraints.
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1. Introduction

Let (0, x1, ..., xN ) be a system of Cartesian coordinates in �N with N ≥ 2. We set �N
+ = {�N : x1 > 0}.

Let K be a smooth, bounded and convex set such that K is included in the hyperplane {x1 = 0}. We define a
set of admissible shapes O as

O = {Ω open and convex,K ⊂ ∂Ω}.
We are looking for a domain Ω ∈ O, and for a function u : Ω → � such that the following over-determined
system

−Δu = 0 in Ω, (1.1)

u = 1 on K, (1.2)

u = 0 on ∂Ω \K, (1.3)

|∇u| = 1 on Γ := (∂Ω \K) ∩�N
+ (1.4)

has a solution; see Figure 1 for a sketch of the geometry. Problem (1.1)–(1.4) is a free boundary problem in the
sense that it admits a solution only for particular geometries of the domain Ω. The set Γ is the so-called free
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Figure 1. The domain Ω in dimension two.

boundary we are looking for. Therefore, the problem is formulated as

(F) : Find Ω ∈ O such that problem (1.1)−(1.4) has a solution. (1.5)

This problem arises from various areas, for instance shape optimization, fluid dynamics, electrochemistry and
electromagnetics, as explained in [1,8,10,11]. For applications in N diffusion, we refer to [26] and for the
deformation plasticity see [2].

For our purposes it is convenient to introduce the set L := (∂Ω \K) ∩ {x1 = 0}. Problems of the type (F)
may or may not, in general, have solutions, but it was already proved in [24] that there exists a unique solution
to (F) in the class O. Further we will denote Ω� this solution. In addition, it is shown in [24] that ∂Ω� is
C2+α for any 0 < α < 1, that the free boundary ∂Ω� \ K meets the fixed boundary K tangentially and that
L� = (∂Ω� \K) ∩ {x1 = 0} is not empty.

In the literature, much attention has been devoted to the Bernoulli problem in the geometric configuration
where the boundary ∂Ω is composed of two connected components and such that Ω is connected but not simply
connected (for instance for a ring-shaped Ω), or for a finite union of such domains; we refer to [3,9] for a review
of theoretical results and to [4,13,14,19,22] for a description of several numerical methods for these problems.
In this configuration, one distinguishes the interior Bernoulli problem where the additional boundary condition
similar to (1.4) is on the inner boundary, from the exterior Bernoulli problem where the additional boundary
condition is on the outer boundary. The problem studied in this paper can be seen as a “limit” problem of the
exterior boundary problem described in [16], since ∂Ω has one connected component and Ω is simply connected.

In comparison to the standard Bernoulli problems, (F) presents several additional distinctive features, both
from the theoretical and numerical point of view. The difficulties here stem from the particular geometric
setting. Indeed, the constraint Ω ⊂ �

N
+ is such that the hyperplane {x1 = 0} behaves like an obstacle for the

domain Ω and the free boundary ∂Ω \K. It is clear from the results in [24] that this constraint will be active
as the optimal set L� = (∂Ω� \K) ∩ {x1 = 0} is not empty. This type of constraint is difficult to deal with in
shape optimization and there has been very few attempts, if any, at solving these problems.

From the theoretical point of view, the difficulties are apparent in [24], but a proof technique used for the
standard Bernoulli problem may be adapted to our particular setup. Indeed, a Beurling’s technique and a
Perron argument were used, in the same way as in [16–18].
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Nevertheless, the proof of the existence and uniqueness of the free boundary is mainly theoretical and no
numerical algorithm may be deduced to construct Γ. From the numerical point of view, several problems
arise that will be discussed in the next sections. The main issue is that Γ is a free boundary but the set
L = (∂Ω \K)∩ {x1 = 0} is a “free” set as well, in the sense that its length is unknown and should be obtained
through the optimization process. In other words, the interface between L and Γ has to be determined and this
creates a major difficulty for the numerical resolution.

The aim of this paper is twofold: on one hand we perform a detailed analysis of the geometrical properties
of the free boundary Γ and in particular we are interested in the dependence of Γ on K. On the other hand, we
introduce an efficient algorithm in order to compute a numerical approximation of Ω. In this way we perform
a complete analysis of the problem.

First of all, using standard techniques for free boundary problems, we prove symmetry and monotonicity
properties of the free boundary. These results are used further to prove the main theoretical result of the
section in Section 3.3, where the asymptotic behavior of the free boundary, as the length of the subset K of
the boundary diverges, is exhibited. The proof is based on a judicious cut-out of the optimal domain and on
estimates of the solution of the associated partial differential equation to derive the variational formulation
driving the solution of the “limit problem”.

Secondly, we give a numerical algorithm for a numerical approximation of Ω. To determine the free boundary
we use a shape optimization approach as in [13,14,19], where a penalization of one of the boundary condition
in (1.1)–(1.4) using a shape functional is introduced. However, the original contribution of this paper regarding
the numerical algorithm comes from the way how the “free” part L of the boundary is handled. Indeed, it
has been proved in the theoretical study presented in [24] that the set L = (∂Ω\K) ∩ {x1 = 0} has nonzero
length. The only equation satisfied on L is the Dirichlet condition, and a singularity naturally appears in
the solution at the interface between K and L during the optimization process, due to the jump in boundary
conditions. This singularity is a major issue for numerical algorithms: the usual numerical approaches for
standard Bernoulli free boundary problems [13,14,19,20] cannot be used and a specific methodology has to
be developed. A solution proposed in this paper consists in introducing a partial differential equation with
special Robin boundary conditions depending on an asymptotically small parameter ε and approximating the
solution of the free boundary problem. We then prove in Theorem 4.1 the convergence of the approximate
solution to the solution of the free boundary problem, as ε goes to zero. In doing so we show the efficiency of a
numerical algorithm that may be easily adapted to solve other problems where the free boundary meets a fixed
boundary as well as free boundary problems with geometrical constraints or jumps in boundary conditions. Our
implementation is based on a standard parameterization of the boundary using splines. Numerical results show
the efficiency of the approach.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to recalling basic concepts of shape sensitivity analysis.
In Section 3, we provide qualitative properties of the free boundary Γ, precisely we exhibit symmetry and a
monotonicity property with respect to the length of the set K as well as asymptotic properties of Γ. In Section 4,
the shape optimization approach for the resolution of the free boundary problem and a penalization of the p.d.e.
to handle the jump in boundary conditions are introduced. In Section 5, the shape derivative of the functionals
are computed and used in the numerical simulations of (F) in Sections 6 and 7.

2. Shape sensitivity analysis

To solve the free boundary problem (F), we formulate it as a shape optimization problem, i.e. as the
minimization of a functional which depends on the geometry of the domains Ω ⊂ O. In this way we may
study the sensitivity with respect to perturbations of the shape and use it in a numerical algorithm. The shape
sensitivity analysis is also useful to study the dependence of Ω� on the length of K, and in particular to derive
the monotonicity of the domain Ω� with respect to the length of K.

The major difficulty in dealing with sets of shapes is that they do not have a vector space structure. In
order to be able to define shape derivatives and study the sensitivity of shape functionals, we need to construct
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such a structure for the shape spaces. In the literature, this is done by considering perturbations of an initial
domain; see [6,15,27].

Therefore, essentially two types of domain perturbations are considered in general. The first one is a method
of perturbation of the identity operator, the second one, the velocity or speed method is based on the deformation
obtained by the flow of a velocity field. The speed method is more general than the method of perturbation of
the identity operator, and the equivalence between deformations obtained by a family of transformations and
deformations obtained by the flow of velocity field may be shown [6,27]. The method of perturbation of the
identity operator is a particular kind of domain transformation, and in this paper the main results will be given
using a simplified speed method, but we point out that using one or the other is rather a matter of preference
as several classical textbooks and authors rely on the method of perturbation of the identity operator as well.

For the presentation of the speed method, we mainly rely on the presentations in [6,27]. We also restrict
ourselves to shape perturbations by autonomous vector fields, i.e. time-independent vector fields. Let V :
�

N → �
N be an autonomous vector field. Assume that

V ∈ Dk(�N ,�N ) = {V ∈ Ck(�N ,�N), V has compact support}, (2.1)

with k ≥ 0.
For τ > 0, we introduce a family of transformations Tt(V )(X) = x(t,X) as the solution to the ordinary

differential equation { d
dt
x(t,X) = V (x(t,X)), 0 < t < τ,

x(0, X) = X ∈ �N .
(2.2)

For τ sufficiently small, the system (2.2) has a unique solution [27]. The mapping Tt allows to define a family
of domains Ωt = Tt(V )(Ω) which may be used for the differentiation of the shape functional. We refer to [6],
Chapter 7, and [27], Theorem 2.16, for theorems establishing the regularity of transformations Tt.

It is assumed that the shape functional J(Ω) is well-defined for any measurable set Ω ⊂ �
N . We introduce

the following notions of differentiability with respect to the shape:

Definition 2.1 (Eulerian semiderivative). Let V ∈ Dk(�N ,�N) with k ≥ 0, the Eulerian semiderivative of
the shape functional J(Ω) at Ω in the direction V is defined as the limit

dJ(Ω;V ) = lim
t↘0

J(Ωt) − J(Ω)
t

, (2.3)

when the limit exists and is finite.

Definition 2.2 (shape differentiability). The functional J(Ω) is shape differentiable (or differentiable for sim-
plicity) at Ω if it has a Eulerian semiderivative at Ω in all directions V and the map

V �→ dJ(Ω, V ) (2.4)

is linear and continuous from Dk(�N ,�N ) into �. The map (2.4) is then sometimes denoted ∇J(Ω) and
referred to as the shape gradient of J and we have

dJ(Ω, V ) = 〈∇J(Ω), V 〉D−k(�N ,�N ),Dk(�N ,�N ). (2.5)

When the data is smooth enough, i.e. when the boundary of the domain Ω and the velocity field V are smooth
enough (this will be specified later on), the shape derivative has a particular structure: it is concentrated on
the boundary ∂Ω and depends only on the normal component of the velocity field V on the boundary ∂Ω. This
result, often called structure theorem or Hadamard Formula, is fundamental in shape optimization and will be
observed in Theorem 5.1.
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3. Geometric properties and asymptotic behaviour

In shape optimization, once the existence and maybe uniqueness of an optimal domain have been obtained,
an explicit representation of the domain, using a parameterization for instance usually cannot be achieved,
except in some particular cases, for instance if the optimal domain has a simple shape such as a ball, ellipse
or a regular polygon. On the other hand, it is usually possible to determine important geometric properties
of the optimum, such as symmetry, connectivity, convexity for instance. In this section we show first of all
that the optimal domain is symmetric with respect to the perpendicular bisector of the segment K, using a
symmetrization argument. Then, we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of the solution as the length
of K goes to infinity. We are able to show that the optimal domain Ω� is monotonically increasing for the
inclusion when the length of K increases, and that Ω� converges, in a sense that will be given in Theorem 3.2,
to the infinite strip (0, 1) ×�.

The proofs presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are quite standard and similar ideas of proofs may be found e.g.
in [15–18].

3.1. Symmetry

In this subsection, we derive a symmetry property of the free boundary. The interest of such a remark is
intrinsic and appears useful from a numerical point of view too, for instance to test the efficiency of the chosen
algorithm.

In the two-dimensional case, we have the following result of symmetry:

Proposition 3.1. Let Ω� be the solution of the free boundary problem (1.1)–(1.4). Assume, without loss of
generality that (Ox1) is the perpendicular bisector of K. Then, Ω� is symmetric with respect to (Ox1).

Proof. Like often, this proof is based on a symmetrization argument. It may be noticed that, according to the
result stated in [24], Theorem 1, Ω is the unique solution of the overdetermined optimization problem

(B0) :
{

minimize J(Ω, u)
subject to Ω ∈ O, u ∈ H(Ω),

where
H(Ω) = {u ∈ H1(Ω), u = 1 on K,u = 0 on ∂Ω\K and |∇u| = 1 on Γ},

and

J(Ω, u) =
∫

Ω

|∇u(x)|2dx.

From now on, Ω� will denote the unique solution of (B0), K being fixed. We denote by Ω̂ the Steiner sym-
metrization of Ω with respect to the hyperplane x2 = 0, i.e.

Ω̂ =
{
x = (x′, x2) such that − 1

2
|Ω(x′)| < x2 <

1
2
|Ω(x′)|, x′ ∈ Ω′

}
,

where
Ω′ = {x′ ∈ � such that there exists x2 with (x′, x2) ∈ Ω�}

and
Ω(x′) = {x2 ∈ � such that (x′, x2) ∈ Ω}, x′ ∈ Ω′.

By construction, Ω̂ is symmetric with respect to the (Ox1) axis. Let us also introduce û, defined by

û : x ∈ Ω̂ �→ sup{c such that x ∈ ω̂�(c)},
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where ω�(c) = {x ∈ Ω� : u(x) ≥ c}. Then, one may verify that û ∈ H(Ω̂) and Polyà’s inequality (see [15]) yields

J(Ω̂, û) ≤ J(Ω�, u�).

Since (Ω�, u�) is a minimizer of J and using the uniqueness of the solution of (B0), we get Ω� = Ω̂. �

Remark 3.1. This proof yields in addition that the direction of the normal vector at the intersection of Γ and
(Ox1) is (Ox1).

3.2. Monotonicity

In this subsection, we show that Ω� is monotonically increasing for the inclusion when the length of K
increases. For a given a > 0, define Ka = {0}× [−a, a]. Let (Fa) denote problem (F) with Ka instead of K and
denote Ωa and ua the corresponding solutions. We have the following result on the monotonicity of Ωa with
respect to a.

Theorem 3.1. Let 0 < a < b, then Ωa ⊂ Ωb.

Proof. According to [24], (Fa) has a solution for every a > 0 and ∂Ωa is C2+α, 0 < α < 1. We argue by
contradiction, assuming that Ωa �⊂ Ωb. Introduce, for t ≥ 1, the set

Ωt = {x ∈ Ωa : tx ∈ Ωa}.

We also denote by Kt := {0} × [−ta, ta] and Γt := ∂Ωt\(∂Ωt ∩ (Ox2)). The domain Ωt is obviously a convex
set included in Ωa for t ≥ 1. Now denote

tmin := inf{t ≥ 1, Ωt ⊂ Ωb}.

On one hand, Ωa ⊂ Ωb is equivalent to tmin = 1. On the other hand, if Ωa �⊂ Ωb, then tmin > 1 and for t large
enough, we clearly have Ωt ⊂ Ωb, therefore tmin is finite. In addition, if Ωa �⊂ Ωb we have Γtmin ∩ Γb �= ∅. Now,
choose y ∈ Γtmin ∩ Γb. Let us introduce

utmin : x ∈ Ωt �→ ua(tminx).

Then, utmin verifies

−Δutmin = 0 in Ωtmin ,

utmin = 1 on Ktmin,

utmin = 0 on Γtmin ,

so that, in view of Ωtmin ⊂ Ωb and Ktmin ⊂ Kb, the maximum principle yields ub ≥ utmin in Ωtmin . Consequently,
the function h = ub − utmin is harmonic in Ωtmin , and since h(y) = 0, h reaches its lower bound at y. Applying
Hopf’s lemma (see [7]) thus yields ∂nh(y) < 0 so that |∇ub(y)| ≥ |∇utmin(y)|. Hence,

1 = |∇ub(y)| ≥ |∇utmin(y)| = tmin > 1,

which is absurd. Therefore we necessarily have tmin = 1 and Ωa ⊂ Ωb. �

3.3. Asymptotic behaviour

We may now use the symmetry property of the free boundary to obtain the asymptotic properties of Ωa

when the length of K goes to infinity, i.e. we are interested in the behaviour of the free boundary Γa as a→ ∞.
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Let us say one word on our motivations for studying such a problem. First, this problem can be seen as
a limit problem of the “unbounded case” studied in [18], Section 5, relative to the one phase free boundary
problem for the p-Laplacian with non-constant Bernoulli boundary condition. Second, let us notice that the
change of variable x′ = x/a and y′ = y/a transforms the free boundary (1.1)–(1.4) problem into

− Δz = 0 in Ω, (3.1)
z = 1 on K1, (3.2)
z = 0 on ∂Ω \K1, (3.3)

|∇z| = a on Γ = (∂Ω \K1) ∩�N
+ , (3.4)

which proves that the solution of (3.1)–(3.4) is h1/a(Ωa), where h1/a denotes the homothety centered at the
origin, with ratio 1/a. Hence such a study permits also to study the role of the Lagrange multiplier associated
with the volume constraint of the problem{

minC(Ω) where C(Ω) = min
{

1
2

∫
Ω
|∇uΩ|2, u = 1 on K1, u = 0 on ∂Ω\K1

}
Ω quasi-open, |Ω| = m,

since, as enlightened in [15], Chapter 6, the optimal domain is the solution of (3.1)–(3.4) for a certain constant
a > 0. The study presented in this section permits to link the Lagrange multiplier to the constant m appearing
in the volume constraint and to get some information on the limit case a→ +∞.

We actually show that Γa converges, in an appropriate sense, to the line parallel to Ka and passing through
the point (1, 0). Let us introduce the infinite open strip

S = ]0, 1[ ×�,

and the open, bounded rectangle
R(b) = ]0, 1[ × ] − b, b[ ⊂ S.

Let
uS : x ∈ S �→ 1 − x1.

Observe that, since Ωa is solution of the free boundary problem (1.1)–(1.4), the curve Γa ∩ {−a ≤ x2 ≤ a} is
the graph of a concave C2,α function x2 �→ ψa(x2) on [−a, a]. We have the following result:

Theorem 3.2. The domain Ωa converges to the strip S in the sense that for all b > 0, we have

ψa → 1, uniformly in [−b, b], as a→ +∞. (3.5)

We also have the convergence
ua → uS in H1(R(b)) as a→ ∞,

for the solution ua of (1.1)–(1.4).

Proof. Let us introduce the function
va(x1) = ua(x1, 0).

According to [15], Proposition 5.4.12, we have for a domain Ω of class C2 and u : Ω → � of class C2

Δu = ΔΓu+ H∂nu+ ∂2
nu, (3.6)

where ΔΓu denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Applying formula (3.6) in the domains

ωa(c) := {x ∈ Ωa, ua(x) > c},
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we get ΔΓua = 0 on ∂ωa(c), Δua = 0 due to (1.1) and thus

∂2
nua = −Ha∂nua on ∂ωa(c), (3.7)

where n is the outer unit normal vector to ωa(c) and Ha(x) denotes here the curvature of ∂ωa(c) at a point
x ∈ ∂ωa(c). Thanks to the symmetry of Ωa with respect to the x1-axis, we have ∂nua(x1, 0) = v′a(x1) and
∂2

nua(x1, 0) = v′′a (x1) for x1 ≥ 0. According to [24], the sets ωa(c) are convex. Therefore Ha is positive on
∂ωa(c) and va(x1) is non-increasing. Thus

v′′a (x1) = −Ha(x1, 0)v′a(x1) ≥ 0, (3.8)

which means that va is convex. Let ma be such that Γa ∩ (�× {0}) = (ma, 0), i.e. the first coordinate of the
intersection of the x1-axis and the free boundary Γa. The function va satisfies

−v′′a(x1) ≤ 0 for x1 ∈ ]0,ma[, (3.9)

va(0) = 1, (3.10)

va(ma) = 0, (3.11)

v′a(ma) = −1. (3.12)

In view of (3.9), va is convex on [0,ma]. Since va(0) = 1 and va(ma) = 0, then

va(x1) ≤ 1 − x1

ma
·

Furthermore, ma ≤ 1, otherwise, due to the convexity of va, the Neumann condition (3.12) would not be
satisfied. Since Ωa is convex, this proves that Ωa ⊂ S and that Ωa is bounded.

Moreover, from Theorem 3.1, the map a �→ Ωa is nondecreasing with respect to the inclusion. It follows that
the sequence (ma) is nondecreasing and bounded since Ωa ⊂ S. Hence, (ma) converges to m∞ ≤ 1.

Let us define
u∞(x1) = 1 − x1

m∞
·

The previous remarks ensure that for every a > 0, va ≤ u∞.
Let D(a) be the line containing the points (0, a) and (ψa(b), b) and T (a) the line tangent to Γa at (ψa(b), b).

Let sD(a) and sT (a) denote the slopes of D(a) and T (a), respectively. For a fixed b ∈ (0, a), we have

sD(a) =
b− a

ψa(b)
→ −∞ as a→ ∞,

since 0 ≤ ψa ≤ 1. Due to the convexity of Ωa, we also have sT (a) < sD(a). Therefore

sT (a) → −∞ as a→ ∞.

Thus, the slopes of the tangents to Γa go to infinity in Ωa ∩ R(b). Furthermore, due to the concavity of the
function ψa, we get, by construction of D(a),

ma

a
(a− x2) ≤ ψa(x2) ≤ m∞, ∀a > 0, ∀x2 ∈ [−b, b].

Hence, we obtain the pointwise convergence result:

lim
a→+∞

ψa(x2) = m∞, ∀x2 ∈ [−b, b], (3.13)

which proves the uniform convergence of ψa to m∞ as a→ +∞.
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From now on, with a slight misuse of notation, ua will also denote its extension by zero to all of S. Finally,
let us prove the convergence

ua → u∞ in H1(R∞(b)), as a→ ∞,

where R∞(b) denotes the rectangle whose edges are: Σ1 = {0}×[−b, b], Σ2 = [0,m∞]×{b}, Σ3 = {m∞}×[−b, b]
and Σ4 = [0,m∞] × {−b}.

According to the zero Dirichlet conditions on Σ3 and using Poincaré’s inequality, proving the H1-convergence
is equivalent to show that ∫

R∞(b)

|∇(ua − u∞)|2 → 0 as a→ ∞. (3.14)

For our purposes, we introduce the curve Σ̃2(a) described by the points Xa,b solutions of the following ordinary
differential equation ⎧⎨⎩

dXa,b

dt
(t) = ∇ua(Xa,b(t)), t > 0,

Xa,b(0) = (0, b).
(3.15)

The curve Σ̃2(a) is naturally extended along its tangent outside of Ωa. Σ̃2(a) can be seen as the curve originating
at the point (0, b) and perpendicular to the level set curves of Ωa. We also introduce the curve Σ̃4(a), symmetric
to Σ̃2(a) with respect to the x1-axis. Σ̃4(a) is obviously the set of points Ya,b solutions of the following ordinary
differential equation ⎧⎨⎩

dYa,b

dt
(t) = ∇ua(Ya,b(t)), t > 0,

Ya,b(0) = (0,−b).
(3.16)

Then the set Qa(b) is defined as the region delimited by the x2-axis on the left, the line parallel to the x2-axis
and passing through the point (m∞, 0) on the right and the curves Σ̃2(a) and Σ̃4(a) at the top and bottom.
We also introduce the set Σ̃3(a) := Qa(b) ∩ ({m∞} ×�). See Figure 2 for a description of the sets R∞(b) and
Qa(b).

Since R∞(b) ⊂ Qa(b) (see Fig. 2), we have∫
R∞(b)

|∇(ua − u∞)|2 ≤
∫

Qa(b)

|∇(ua − u∞)|2.

Using Green’s formula, we get∫
Qa(b)

|∇(ua − u∞)|2 =
∫

Qa(b)∩Ωa

|∇(ua − u∞)|2 +
∫

Qa(b)\Ωa

|∇(ua − u∞)|2

= −
∫

Qa(b)∩Ωa

(ua − u∞)Δ(ua − u∞) −
∫

Qa(b)\Ωa

(ua − u∞)Δ(ua − u∞)

+
∫

∂Qa(b)

(ua − u∞)∂ν(ua − u∞) +
∑
±

∫
Γa∩Qa(b)

(ua − u∞)∂n±(ua − u∞),

where ν denotes the outer normal vector to Qa(b) on the boundary ∂Qa(b), n is the outer normal vector to Ωa

on the boundary Γa and ∂n± is the normal derivative on Γa in the exterior or interior direction, the positive sign
denoting the exterior direction to Ωa. The functions ua and u∞ are harmonic, and using the various boundary
conditions for ua and u∞ we get∫

Qa(b)

|∇(ua − u∞)|2 =
∫

Σ̃2(a)∪Σ̃4(a)

(ua − u∞)∂ν(ua − u∞) +
∫

Γa∩Qa(b)

u∞.
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Σ1

Σ2

Σ3

Σ4

Σ̃2(a)

Σ̃4(a)

R∞(b) Qa(b)

Γa

x1

x2

Figure 2. The sets R∞(b) and Qa(b).

According to (3.13) and using u∞ = 0 on Σ3, we get

∫
Γa∩Qa(b)

u∞ =
∫ b

−b

u∞(ψa(x2))
√

1 + ψ′
a(x2)2dx2 → 0 as a→ ∞,

where we have also used the fact that ψ′
a(x2) → 0 for all x2 ∈ [−b, b]. The limit function u∞ depends only

on x1, thus we have ∂νu∞ = 0 on Σ2 ∪ Σ4. Denote now ψ̃a : [0,m∞] → � the graph of Σ̃2(a) (which implies
that −ψ̃a is the graph of Σ̃4(a)). The slope of the tangents to the level sets of ua converge to −∞ as a→ ∞ in
a similar way as for Γa, therefore ∂x2ua(x1, ψ̃a(x1)) converges uniformly to 0 in [0,m∞] as a→ ∞, and in view
of (3.15) we have that ψ̃a → b uniformly in [0,m∞] and since (ua − u∞) is uniformly bounded in Ωa we have

∫
Σ̃2(a)∪Σ̃4(a)

(ua − u∞)∂νu∞ → 0 as a→ ∞. (3.17)

In view of the definition of Qa(b), the outer normal vector ν to Qa(b) at a given point on Σ̃2(a)∪Σ̃4(a) is collinear
with the tangent vector to the level set curve of Ωa passing though the same point. Therefore ∂νua = 0 on
Σ̃2(a) ∪ Σ̃4(a) and we obtain finally

0 ≤
∫

R∞(b)

|∇(ua − u∞)|2 ≤
∫

Qa(b)

|∇(ua − u∞)|2 → 0 as a→ ∞. (3.18)
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The end of the proof consists in proving that m∞ = 1. Let us introduce the test function ϕ as the solution
of the partial differential equation ⎧⎨⎩

−Δϕ = 0 in Qa(b)
ϕ = 0 on Σ1 ∪ Σ̃2(a) ∪ Σ̃4(a)
ϕ = 1 on Σ̃3(a).

(3.19)

It can be noticed that ϕ ∈ H1(R∞(b)).
Using Green’s formula and the same notations as previously, we get∫

Qa(b)

∇(ua − u∞) · ∇ϕ =
∫

Qa(b)∩Ωa

∇(ua − u∞) · ∇ϕ+
∫

Qa(b)\Ωa

∇(ua − u∞) · ∇ϕ

= −
∫

Qa(b)∩Ωa

ϕΔ(ua − u∞) −
∫

Qa(b)\Ωa

ϕΔ(ua − u∞)

+
∫

∂Qa(b)

ϕ∂ν(ua − u∞) +
∑
±

∫
Γa∩Qa(b)

ϕ∂n±(ua − u∞)

=
∫

Σ̃2(a)∪Σ̃4(a)

ϕ∂ν(ua − u∞) +
∫

Σ̃3(a)

ϕ∂n(ua − u∞) −
∫

Γa∩Qa(b)

ϕ

=
∫

Σ̃3(a)

ϕ

m∞
−
∫

Γa∩Qa(b)

ϕ.

According to (3.13), and since we deduce from (3.18) that∫
Qa(b)

∇(ua − u∞) · ∇ϕ→ 0 as a→ ∞,

we get ∫
Σ̃3(a)

ϕ

m∞
−
∫

Σ̃3(a)

ϕ = 0,

which leads to (
1
m∞

− 1
)
|Σ̃3(a)| = 0.

In other words, m∞ = 1, which ends the proof. �

4. A penalization approach

4.1. Shape optimization problems

From now on we will assume that N = 2, i.e. we solve the problem in the plane. The problem for N > 2 may
be treated with the same technique, but the numerical implementation becomes tedious. A classical approach
to solve the free boundary problem is to penalize one of the boundary conditions in the over-determined
system (1.1)–(1.4) within a shape optimization approach to find the free boundary. For instance one may
consider the well-posed problem

−Δu1 = 0 in Ω, (4.1)

u1 = 1 on K, (4.2)

u1 = 0 on ∂Ω \K, (4.3)
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and enforce the second boundary condition (1.4) by solving the problem

(B1) :
{

minimize J(Ω)
subject to Ω ∈ O, (4.4)

with the functional J defined by

J(Ω) =
∫

Γ

(∂nu1 + 1)2 dΓ. (4.5)

Indeed, using the maximum principle, one sees immediately that u1 ≥ 0 in Ω and since u1 = 0 on ∂Ω \K, we
obtain ∂nu1 ≤ 0 on ∂Ω \K. Thus |∇u1| = −∂nu1 on ∂Ω \K and the additional boundary condition (1.4) is
equivalent to ∂nu1 = −1 on Γ. Hence, (4.5) corresponds to a penalization of condition (1.4). On one hand, if
we denote u�

1 the unique solution of (1.1)–(1.4) associated to the optimal set Ω�, we have

J(Ω�) = 0,

so that the minimization problem (4.4) has a solution. On the other hand, if J(Ω�) = 0, then |∇u�
1| ≡ 1 on Γ

and therefore u�
1 is solution of (1.1)–(1.4). Thus (F) and (B1) are equivalent.

Another possibility is to penalize boundary condition (1.3) instead of (1.4) as in (B1), in which case we
consider the problem

−Δu2 = 0 in Ω, (4.6)

u2 = 1 on K, (4.7)

u2 = 0 on L, (4.8)

∂nu2 = −1 on Γ, (4.9)

and the shape optimization problem is

(B2) :
{

minimize J(Ω)
subject to Ω ∈ O, (4.10)

with the functional J defined by

J(Ω) =
∫

Γ

(u2)2 dΓ. (4.11)

Although the two approaches (B1) and (B2) are completely satisfying from a theoretical point of view, it
is numerically easier to minimize a domain integral rather than a boundary integral as in (4.5) and (4.11).
Therefore, a third classical approach is to solve

(B3) :
{

minimize J(Ω)
subject to Ω ∈ O, (4.12)

with the functional J defined by

J(Ω) =
∫

Ω

(u1 − u2)2. (4.13)

For the standard Bernoulli problems [3,9], solving (B3) is an excellent approach as demonstrated in [13,14,19].
However, we are still not quite satisfied with it in our case. Indeed, it is well-known that due to the jump in
boundary conditions at the interface between L and Γ in (4.8)–(4.9), the solution u2 has a singular behaviour
in the neighbourhood of this interface. To be more precise, let us define the points

{A1, A2} := L ∩ Γ,
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Γ

L Ai θi = 0θi = π

Figure 3. Polar coordinates with origin Ai, and such that θi = 0 corresponds to the semi-axis
tangent to Γ.

and the polar coordinates (ri, θi) with origin the points Ai, i = 1, 2, and such that θi = 0 corresponds to the
semi-axis tangent to Γ; see Figure 3 for an illustration. Then, in the neighbourhood of Ai, u2 has a singularity
of the type

Si(ri, θi) = c(Ai)
√
ri cos(θi/2),

where c(Ai) is the so-called stress intensity factor (see e.g. [12,21]).
These singularities are problematic for two reasons. The first difficulty is numerical: these singularities may

produce inaccuracies when computing the solution near the points {A1, A2}, unless the proper numerical setting
is used. It also possibly produces non-smooth deformations of the shape, which might create in turn undesired
angles in the shape during the optimization procedure. The second difficulty is theoretical: since Γ is a free
boundary with the constraint Ω ⊂ �

N
+ , the points {A1, A2} are also “free points”, i.e. their optimal position is

unknown in the same way as Γ is unknown. This means that the sensitivity with respect to those points has to
be studied, which is doable but tedious, although interesting. The main ingredient in the computation of the
shape sensitivity with respect to these points is the evaluation of the stress intensity factors c(Ai).

4.2. Penalization of the partial differential equation

In order to deal with the aforementioned issue, we introduce a fourth approach, based on the penalization
of the jump in the boundary conditions (4.8)–(4.9) for u2. Let ε ≥ 0 be a small real parameter, and let
ψε ∈ C(�+,�+) be a decreasing penalization function such that ψε ≥ 0, ψε has compact support [0, βε], and
with the properties

βε → 0 as ε→ 0, (4.14)

ψε(0) → ∞ as ε→ 0, (4.15)

ψε(x1) → 0 as ε→ 0, ∀x1 > 0. (4.16)

A simple example of such function is given by

ψε(x1) = ε−1(max(1 − ε−qx1, 0))2��+ , (4.17)

with q > 0. Note that ψε is decreasing, has compact support and verifies assumptions (4.14)–(4.16), with
βε = εq. We will see in Proposition 4.1 that the choice of ψε is conditioned by the shape of the domain. Then
we consider the problem with Robin boundary conditions

−Δu2,ε = 0 in Ω, (4.18)

u2,ε = 1 on K, (4.19)

∂nu2,ε + ψε(x1)u2,ε = −1 on ∂Ω \K. (4.20)

The function u2,ε is a penalization of u2 in the sense that u2,ε → u2 as ε→ 0 in H1(Ω) if ψε is properly chosen.
The following proposition ensures the H1-convergence of u2,ε to the desired function. It may be noticed that
an explicit choice of function ψε providing the convergence is given in the statement of this proposition.
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Proposition 4.1. Let Ω be an open bounded domain. Then for ψε given by (4.17), there exists a unique solution
to (4.18)–(4.20) which satisfies

u2,ε → u2 in H1(Ω) as ε→ 0. (4.21)

Proof. In the sequel, c will denote a generic positive constant which may change its value throughout the proof
and does not depend on the parameter ε.

We shall prove that the difference
vε = u2 − u2,ε

converges to zero in H1(Ω). The remainder vε satisfies, according to (4.6)–(4.9) and (4.18)–(4.20)

−Δvε = 0 in Ω, (4.22)

vε = 0 on K, (4.23)

∂nvε + ψε(0)vε = 1 + ∂nu2 on L, (4.24)

∂nvε + ψε(x1)vε = ψε(x1)u2 on Γ. (4.25)

Multiplying by vε on both sides of (4.22), integrating on Ω and using Green’s formula, we end up with∫
Ω

|∇vε|2 +
∫

∂Ω

(vε)2ψε =
∫

Γ

ψεu2vε +
∫

L

(1 + ∂nu2)vε. (4.26)

Since vε = 0 on K we may apply Poincaré’s theorem and (4.26) implies

ν‖vε‖2
H1(Ω) ≤ c

(
‖ψεu2‖L2(Γ)‖vε‖L2(Γ) + ‖1 + ∂nu2‖L2(L)‖vε‖L2(L)

)
. (4.27)

According to the trace theorem and Sobolev’s imbedding theorem, we have

‖vε‖L2(Γ) ≤ c‖vε‖H1/2(Γ) ≤ c‖vε‖H1(Ω),

‖vε‖L2(L) ≤ c‖vε‖H1/2(L) ≤ c‖vε‖H1(Ω).

Hence, according to (4.27), we get

‖vε‖H1(Ω) ≤ c‖ψεu2‖L2(Γ) + c‖1 + ∂nu2‖L2(L). (4.28)

Now we prove that ‖ψεu2‖L2(Γ) → 0 as ε → 0. We may assume that the system of Cartesian coordinates
(O, x1, x2) is such that the origin O is one of the points A1 or A2 and that Γ is locally above the x1-axis; see
Figure 4. Since Ω is convex, there exist δ > 0 and two constants α > 0 and β such that for all x1 ∈ (0, δ), Γ is
the graph of a convex function f of x1. For our choice of ψε, since supp ψε = [0, βε], we have the estimate

‖ψεu2‖2
L2(Γ) =

∫
Γ

(ψεu2)2

≤ ψε(0)2
∫ βε

0

(u2)2
√

1 + f ′(x1)2 dx1.

According to [12,21] and our previous remarks in Section 4.1, we have u2 =
√
r cos(θ/2)+u∞, with u∞ ∈ H2(Ω),

and (r, θ) are the polar coordinates defined previously with origin 0. Thus there exists a constant c such that

|u2| ≤ c
√
r cos(θ/2)
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x1

x2

Γ

Ai

Figure 4. Γ is locally the graph of a convex function, with a tangent to the x2-axis.

in a neighborhood of 0 with θ ∈ (0, π/2). Indeed, u∞ is H2 therefore C1 in a neighborhood of 0 and then has
an expansion of the form: u∞ = csr + o(r), as r → 0. Note that r =

√
x2

1 + x2
2 and thus r =

√
x2

1 + f(x1)2
on Γ. Then

‖ψεu2‖L2(Γ) ≤ cψε(0)

(∫ βε

0

(
√
r cos(θ/2))2

√
1 + f ′(x1)2 dx1

)1/2

≤ cψε(0)

(∫ βε

0

√
(x2

1 + f(x1)2)(1 + f ′(x1)2) dx1

)1/2

.

The function f is convex and f(0) = 0, thus f ′ > 0 for ε small enough. Since the boundary Γ is tangent to the
(Ox2) axis, we have

f ′(x1) → ∞ as x1 → 0+,

x1 = o(f(x1)) as x1 → 0+.

Thus, for ε > 0 small enough

‖ψεu2‖L2(Γ) ≤ cψε(0)

(∫ βε

0

f(x1)f ′(x1) dx1

)1/2

≤ cψε(0)
(
f(βε)2

)1/2
= cψε(0)f(βε).

Since f(x1) → 0 as x1 → 0, we may choose ψε(0) and βε in order to obtain ψε(0)f(βε) → 0 as ε→ 0 and

‖ψεu2‖L2(Γ) → 0 as ε→ 0. (4.29)

Then, in view of (4.28), we may deduce that ‖vε‖H1(Ω) is bounded for the appropriate choice of ψε. Consequently,
‖vε‖L2(Γ) and ‖vε‖L2(L) are also bounded. Using (4.26), we may also write

ψε(0)‖vε‖2
L2(L) =

∫
L

(vε)2ψε ≤
∫

∂Ω

(vε)2ψε

≤ ‖ψεu2‖L2(Γ)‖vε‖L2(Γ) + ‖1 + ∂nu2‖L2(L)‖vε‖L2(L). (4.30)
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Since ψε(0) → ∞ as ε→ 0 and all terms in (4.30) are bounded, we necessarily have

‖vε‖L2(L) → 0 as ε→ 0.

Finally going back to (4.27) and using the previous results, we obtain

‖vε‖H1(Ω) → 0 as ε→ 0,

and this proves u2,ε → u2 as ε→ 0, in H1(Ω). �

The following theorem gives a mathematical justification of the numerical scheme implemented in Section 6
to find the solution of the free Bernoulli problem (F), based on the use of a penalized functional Jε defined by

Jε(Ω) =
∫

Ω

(u2,ε − u1)2, (4.31)

where u1 is the solution of (4.1)–(4.3) and u2,ε is the solution of (4.18)–(4.20).

Theorem 4.1. One has
lim
ε→0

inf
Ω∈O

(Jε(Ω) − J(Ω)) = 0.

Proof. The main ingredient of this proof is the result stated in Proposition 4.1. Indeed, this proposition yields
in particular the convergence of u2,ε to u2 in L2(Ω), when Ω is a fixed element of O. It follows immediately
that

Jε(Ω) → J(Ω), as ε→ 0.
Let us denote by Ω� the solution of the free Bernoulli problem (F). Then, we obviously have

inf
Ω∈O

Jε(Ω) ≤ Jε(Ω�).

Then, going to the limit as ε→ 0 yields

0 ≤ lim
ε→0

inf
Ω∈O

Jε(Ω) ≤ lim
ε→0

Jε(Ω�) = J(Ω�) = 0. �

Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.1 does not imply the existence of solutions for the problem inf{Jε(Ω), Ω ∈ O} and
the following questions remain open: (i) existence of a minimizer Ω�

ε for this problem, (ii) compactness of (Ω�
ε)

for an appropriate topology of domains. These problems appear difficult since to solve it, we probably need to
establish a Sverak-like theorem for the Laplacian with Robin boundary conditions and some counter examples
(see e.g. [5]) suggest that this is in general not true.

Nevertheless, if (i) and (ii) are true, Theorem 4.1 implies the convergence as ε→ 0, of Ω�
ε to Ω�, the solution

of (1.1)–(1.4).

5. Shape derivative for the penalized Bernoulli problem

In order to stay in the class of domains O, the speed V should satisfy

V (x) = 0 ∀x ∈ K, (5.1)

V (x) · n(x) < 0 ∀x ∈ L. (5.2)

Condition (5.1) will be taken into account in the algorithm, and (5.2) will be guaranteed by our optimization
algorithm. We have the following result for the shape derivative dJε(Ω;V ) of Jε(Ω):
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Theorem 5.1. The shape derivative dJε(Ω;V ) of Jε at Ω in the direction V is given by

dJε(Ω;V ) =
∫

Γ

(
∇p1 · ∇u1 + ∇p2 · ∇u2,ε + p2H + (u1 − u2,ε)2

)
V · n dΓ,

+
∫

L

(∇p1 · ∇u1 −∇p2 · ∇u2,ε)V · n dL,

where H is the mean curvature of Γ and p1, p2 are given by (5.12)–(5.13) and (5.14)–(5.16), respectively.

Proof. According to [6,15,27], the shape derivative of Jε is given by

dJε(Ω;V ) =
∫

Ω

2(u1 − u2)(u′1 − u′2,ε) +
∫

∂Ω

(u1 − u2,ε)2V · n, (5.3)

where u′1 and u′2,ε are the so-called shape derivatives of u1 and u2, respectively, and solve

−Δu′1 = 0 in Ω, (5.4)

u′1 = 0 on K, (5.5)

u′1 = −∂nu1V · n on ∂Ω \K, (5.6)

−Δu′2,ε = 0 in Ω, (5.7)

u′2,ε = 0 on K, (5.8)

u′2,ε = −∂nu2,εV · n on L, (5.9)

∂nu
′
2,ε + ψεu

′
2,ε = divΓ(V · n∇Γu2,ε) −HV · n− ψε∂nu2,εV · n on Γ, (5.10)

where H denotes the mean curvature of Γ, and ∇Γ is the tangential gradient on Γ defined by

∇Γu = ∇u− (∂nu)n.

Note that u′1 and u′2,ε both vanish on K, indeed, K is fixed due to (5.1) which follows from the definition of
our problem and of the class O. Further we will also need

∂nu
′
2,ε = divΓ(V · n∇Γu2,ε) −HV · n on Γ, (5.11)

which is obtained in the same way as (5.10). We introduce the adjoint states p1 and p2

−Δp1 = 2(u1 − u2,ε) in Ω, (5.12)

p1 = 0 on ∂Ω, (5.13)

−Δp2 = 2(u1 − u2,ε) in Ω, (5.14)

p2 = 0 on L ∪K, (5.15)

∂np2 = 0 on Γ. (5.16)
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Note that p1 and p2 actually depend on ε although this is not apparent in the notation for the sake of readability.
Using the adjoint states, we are able to compute∫

Ω

2(u1 − u2,ε)u′1 =
∫

Ω

−Δp1u
′
1

=
∫

Ω

−Δu′1p1 −
∫

∂Ω

∂np1u
′
1 − p1∂nu1

= −
∫

∂Ω\K

∂np1u
′
1

=
∫

∂Ω\K

∂np1∂nu1V · n.

Observing that ∇p1 = ∂np1n and ∇u1 = ∂nu1n on ∂Ω \K due to (4.3) and (5.13) we obtain∫
Ω

2(u1 − u2,ε)u′1dx =
∫

∂Ω\K

∇p1 · ∇u1V · n. (5.17)

For the other domain integral in (5.3) we get∫
Ω

2(u1 − u2,ε)u′2,ε =
∫

Ω

−Δp2u
′
2,ε

=
∫

Ω

−Δu′2,εp2 −
∫

∂Ω

(∂np2u
′
2,ε − p2∂nu

′
2,ε).

At this point we make use of (5.7)–(5.11) and we get∫
Ω

2(u1 − u2,ε)u′2,ε =
∫

Γ

p2(divΓ(V · n∇Γu2,ε) −HV · n)dΓ +
∫

L

∂np2∂nu2,εV · n dL.

Applying classical tangential calculus to the above equation (see [27], Prop. 2.57, for instance) we have∫
Ω

2(u1 − u2,ε)u′2,ε = −
∫

Γ

(∇Γp2 · ∇Γu2,εV · n− p2HV · n)dΓ +
∫

L

∂np2∂nu2,εV · n dL

= −
∫

Γ

(∇p2 · ∇u2,εV · n− p2HV · n)dΓ +
∫

L

∇p2 · ∇u2,εV · n dL,

and the proof is complete. �

6. Numerical scheme

6.1. Parameterization versus level set method

For the numerical realization of shape optimization problems, the main issue is the representation of the
moving shape Ω. Several different techniques are available: for our purpose, the most appropriate methods
would be parameterization and the level set method. In the parameterization method for two-dimensional
problems, curves are typically represented as splines given by control points ξk = (ξ1,k, ξ2,k), k = 0, ...,m with
m ∈ �

∗. The coordinates of these control points then become the shape design variables. In the level set
method, the boundary of the domain in �N is implicitly given by the zero level set of a function in �N+1.
Parameterization methods are the easiest to implement if the topology of the domain Ω does not change
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in the course of iterations, whereas the level set method is more technical to implement but thanks to the
implicit representation, it allows to handle easily topological changes of the domain, such as the creation of
holes or the merging of two connected components.

For instance, in [4,22], the level set method is used to solve Bernoulli free boundary problem where the
number of connected components is not known beforehand. In our case, we are solving the free boundary
problem (F) in the class O of convex domains, thus the domains only have one connected component and the
topology is known. In this case it is better to opt for the parameterization method which is easier to implement
and lighter in terms of computations.

The free boundary Γ � ∂Ω is represented with the help of a Bezier curve of degree m ∈ �∗. Let

x(s) = (x1(s), x2(s)), s ∈ [0, 1]

be a parametric representation of the open curve Γ and let

ξk = (ξ1,k, ξ2,k), k = 0, . . . ,m

be a set of m+ 1 control points such that the parameterization of Γ satisfies

x(s) = (x1(s), x2(s)) =
m∑

k=0

Bk,m(s)ξk, (6.1)

where

Bk,m(s) =
(
m

k

)
sk(1 − s)m−k, (6.2)

and
(
m
k

)
are the binomial coefficients. The geometric features such as the unit tangent τ(s), unit normal n(s)

and curvature H(s) are easily obtained from the representation (6.1). Indeed we have

τ(s) = x′(s)/|x′(s)|, (6.3)

with

x′(s) =
m∑

k=0

B′
k,m(s)ξk. (6.4)

The coefficients B′
k,m(s) are derived from (6.2)

B′
k,m(s) =

(
m

k

)[
ksk−1(1 − s)m−k

�{k≥1} + (k −m)sk(1 − s)m−k−1
�{k≤m−1}

]
. (6.5)

Since n(s) · τ(s) = 0, we deduce the expression for the unit normal n(s)

n(s) =

∑m
k=0B

′
k,m(s)ξ⊥k∣∣∣∑m

k=0B
′
k,m(s)ξ⊥k

∣∣∣ , (6.6)

with ξ⊥k := (ξ2,k,−ξ1,k). The curvature H(s) is obtained with the help of formula

τ ′(s) = H(s)n(s). (6.7)

Thus we take
H(s) = τ ′(s) · n(s). (6.8)
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Remark 6.1. According to (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5), we obtain

τ(0) =
ξ1 − ξ0
|ξ1 − ξ0|

, τ(1) =
ξm − ξm−1

|ξm − ξm−1|
· (6.9)

Thus, in order to create a curve which is tangent to the axis {x1 = 0}, we need to take ξ0, ξ1 and ξm−1, ξm on
{x1 = 0}.

6.2. Algorithm

For the numerical algorithm we use a gradient projection method in order to deal with the geometric constraint
Ω ⊂ �

N
+ ; see the textbooks [20,25] for details on the method. A solution for dealing with the shape optimization

problems with a convexity constraint is to parameterize the boundary using a support function w. If one uses
a polar coordinates representation (r, θ) for the domains, namely

Ωw :=
{

(r, θ) ∈ [0,∞) ×�; r <
1

w(θ)

}
,

where w is a positive and 2π-periodic function, then Ωw is convex if and only if w′′ +w ≥ 0; see [23] for details.
However, in our case, the convexity constraint for Ω is not implemented (i.e. we relax this constraint) for the
sake of simplicity, but the convexity property is observed at every iteration and in particular for the optimal
domain if the initial domain is convex. Moreover, Theorem 6.6.2 of [15] may be easily generalized in our case
and guarantees the convexity of the solution of the free boundary problem (F) even if the convexity hypothesis
were not contained in the set O.

We will denote by a superscript (l) an object at iteration l. The algorithm is as follows: we are looking for
an update of the design variable ξk of the type

ξ
(l+1)
k = P (ξ(l)k + αdξ(l)k ), (6.10)

where P stands for the projection on the set of constraints and α is the steplength which has to be determined
by an appropriate linesearch. In our case, the constraint is Ω ⊂ �

N
+ , which implies the constraint

x1(s) ≥ 0, ∀s ∈ [0, 1]. (6.11)

In view of (6.1), it is difficult to directly interpret the constraint (6.11) for individual control points ξk. We
choose therefore to impose the stronger constraint

ξ1,k ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (6.12)

for the control points. Constraint (6.12) is stronger than (6.11), indeed, on one hand there might exist a ξk such
that ξ1,k < 0 while (6.11) is still satisfied, but on the other hand, condition (6.12) implies (6.11). However, in
our case, the tips x(0) and x(1) of Γ are moving and the constraint should not be active for the points of Γ on
the optimal domain. With (6.12) we only guarantee that the domain stays feasible, i.e. Ω ∈ �N

+ for all iterates.
In view of Remark 6.1, we also impose

ξ2,0 = ξ2,1 = ξ2,m−1 = ξ2,m = 0
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in order to preserve the tangent to the axis {x1 = 0} at the tips of Γ. Therefore, for k = 0, ...,m, ξ(l)k is updated
using,

ξ
(l+1)
1,k = max

(
ξ
(l)
1,k + αdξ(l)1,k, 0

)
, (6.13)

ξ
(l+1)
2,k = ξ

(l)
2,k + αdξ(l)2,k, (6.14)

dξ(l)2,0 = dξ(l)2,1 = 0, (6.15)

dξ(l)2,m−1 = dξ(l)2,m = 0. (6.16)

The link between the perturbation field V and the step dξk is directly established using (6.1), and we obtain

V (x(s)) =
m∑

k=0

Bk,m(s)dξk. (6.17)

Thus, with a shape derivative given by

dJε(Ω;V ) =
∫

∂Ω

∇Jε(x)V (x) · n(x) dΓ(x) (6.18)

as in Theorem 5.1, we obtain using (6.17) and (6.18)

dJε(Ω;V ) =
∫ 1

0

∇Jε(x(s))V (x(s)) · n(s)|x′(s)| ds

=
∫ 1

0

∇Jε(x(s))

[
m∑

k=0

Bk,m(s)dξk

]
· n(s)|x′(s)| ds

=
m∑

k=0

dξk ·
∫ 1

0

∇Jε(x(s))Bk,m(s)n(s)|x′(s)| ds.

Thus, a descent direction for the algorithm is given by

dξk = −
∫ 1

0

∇Jε(x(s))Bk,m(s)n(s)|x′(s)| ds, (6.19)

and the update is then performed according to (6.13)–(6.16). The step α is determined by a line search in the
spirit of the gradient projection algorithm [20]: a step is validated if we observe a sufficient decrease of the
shape functional Jε measured by

Jε(Ω(l+1)) − Jε(Ω(l)) ≤ −α
λ

m∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣ξ(l+1)
k − ξ

(l)
k

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

where | · | denotes the Euclidean distance. The line search consists in finding the smallest integer a (the smallest
possible being a = 0) such that

α = μηa,

where μ and η < 1 are user-defined parameters. To stop the algorithm, we use the following stopping criterion:
we stop when

|ξ(l+1)
k − ξ

(l)
k | ≤ τr|ξ(1)k − ξ

(0)
k |,

where τr is a user-defined parameter.
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Figure 5. Solutions u1 (top left), u2,ε (top right), p1 (bottom left), p2 (bottom right) in the
optimal domain.

7. Numerical results

For the numerical resolution we take m = 40 control points ξk. We discretize the interval [0, 1] for the
parameterization x(s) using 400 points. The domain K is chosen as

K = {0} × [0.5 − κ1, 0.5 + κ1],

with κ1 ≈ 0.129. The initial domain L is chosen as

L = {0} × [0.5 − κ2, 0.5 − κ1] ∪ [0.5 + κ1, 0.5 + κ2],

with κ2 ≈ 0.233. We use the Matlab PDE toolbox to produce a grid in Ω and solve u1, u2,ε, p1, p2 using finite
elements. The geometric quantities such as tangent, normal and curvature are computed using (6.3)–(6.4), (6.6)
and (6.8), respectively. We initialize the points ξk by placing them evenly on a half-circle of center {0} × {0.5}
and radius 0.3, except for the two first ξ0, ξ1 and two last points ξm−1, ξm which have to lay on the axis {x1 = 0}
as mentioned earlier. We choose μ = 10, η = 0.5 for the line search and τr = 5×10−4 for the stopping criterion.
For the penalization we use (4.17) and choose ε = 10−1 and q = 4.

The algorithm terminated after 220 iterations. The results are given in Figures 5 to 7. In Figure 5, the two
states u1 and u2,ε as well as the two adjoint states p1 and p2 are plotted. The difference between u1 and u2,ε

in the final domain Ωfinal is plotted in Figure 6, along with the residual Jε(Ω) given by (4.31). In Figure 7,
the initial and final boundaries are plotted in blue and red, respectively, while the set of control points of the
curve Γ is plotted in green. We observe that the optimal domain is symmetric as expected from Section 3.1.
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Figure 6. Difference u1 − u2 in the optimal domain (left), residual Jε (right).
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Figure 7. Final boundary Γ (red), initial boundary Γ (blue), control points (green). (Figure
in color available online at www.esaim-cocv.org.)

The optimal set Lfinal is given by

Lfinal = {0} × [0.5 − κfi, 0.5 − κ1] ∪ [0.5 + κ1, 0.5 + κfi]

with κfi ≈ 0.2342. The value of Jε on the initial domain is

Jε(Ωinitial) ≈ 2.6 × 10−3,

and the value of Jε on the final domain is

Jε(Ωfinal) ≈ 3.3 × 10−8,

as may be seen in Figure 6. Therefore, the shape functional Jε has been significantly decreased and is close to
its global optimum.

www.esaim-cocv.org
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